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Abstract
System pathways cooperate with the introduced dimensions of potential repair of genotoxic lesions in an extensive and potential series
of adaptive changes or of tumorigenesis within the milieu of further potential progression as induction phenomena in their own right. In such
manner the development of breaks or mismatch profiles of the DNA strands cooperate as profile projections as well testified by the evolution of
DNA-damage induced apoptotic pathways. The recognition of damaged DNA is further realized as systems specific for the genotoxic lesions and
thus are transforming elements within parent families of induction. DNA genotoxic lesions hence create the dimensionally vast array of induced
responses to further model the dynamics of reparable or irreparable pathways that attempt re-constitution of DNA lesions in terms of specific
repair responses.

Introduction
The DNA damage-induced apoptosis series of reactivities
testify to the emerging concept of self-induced suppression
of tumorigenesis that evolves within the contrasting terms of
ongoing phosphorylations and de-phosphorylations of such
nuclear factors as p53, Abl and caspase-2. DNA single strand
breaks are highly related to carcinogenesis and aging [1].
Aldehydes are the main forces inducing DNA damage and inhibit
DNA repair in tobacco smoke tumorigenesis [2]. The ongoing
series of post-translational molecular changes are confirmed
adaptors in terms of DNA-damage sensors and executioners
in the evolution of DNA damage-induced apoptosis in a
manner that specifically correlates with targeted single-strand
versus double-strand DNA breaks or mismatch. Intercellular
interactions play an important role in oxidative injury, cell death,
and inflammation as induced by ionizing radiation, especially in
terms of oxidative signals and intermediate enzymes such as
cyclooxygenase-2 [3]. The initiation and transduction of the DNA
damage response signaling pathway involves activated ATM
(ataxia-telangiectasia mutated) and ATR (ataxia telangiectasia
and Rad3-related) and is crucial to DNA damage repair. ATR or
ATM inhibition sensitizes tumor cells to chemotherapy [4].

Dimensions of Self-Induction

Commensurate dimensions of self-induced apoptosis require
a period of delay in damage response for the evolutionarily
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conserved alterations and adaptation of altered gene expression
profiles. Cellular senescence is considered a critical physiologic
barrier against tumorigenesis [5]. In such manner, further
conformational events prove the essentially crucial dynamics
borne out by DNA strand breaks in cell adaptation, senescence
and survival of the host cells. DNA damage is mediated by
radiation, with G2 arrest occurring in virtually all eukaryotic cells,
and a mitotic bypass, to ultimately establish potential cellular
senescence; ATM, p53 and p21 are crucial in such response [6].
Incremental dynamics further instigate targeting as evidenced
and projected by DNA lesions that may persist for long periods
of time as temporally-extended pathways of attempted cell
adaptation to strand breaks or mismatch lesions. Defective DNA
polymerase Eta induces sunlight-sensitivity and skin cancerpropensity disorder xeroderma pigmentosum variant and this
potentially depends on upstream E3 ubiquitin ligase Rad18;
Chk2 dysfunction is a possible risk factor in sunlight-induced
skin carcinogenesis [7].
An ongoing series of adaptive changes includes primarily
the induced apoptosis of tumor cells as induced by persistent
carcinogenesis or by the genotoxic lesions inflicted by
chemotherapeutic agents such as platinum adducts. Ionizing
and ultraviolet irradiation are also examples of the induced
genotoxic lesion agents in generation of repair mechanisms on
the part of the damaged DNA itself, or as further confirmatory
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dimensions of response to changes in configuration and
adaptation to the lesions in the DNA molecular strands. In spite
of the dependence of hepatitis D virus on HBV, HDV and HBV
promote liver carcinogenesis by distinct molecular mechanisms;
DNA replication, damage and repair point to genetic instability
as an important mechanism in HDV hepatocarcinogenesis [8].

Tumorigenesis

Tumorigenesis thus emerges as response dynamics on the
part of the genotoxic lesions of a DNA molecule in ways that
are closely allied to adaptation, induced apoptosis in response
to DNA damage and also a series of host cell responses such as
senescence. Mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM) is a
key mediator in transcription and maintenance of mitochondrial
DNA and may regulate the DNA damage response to mtDNA and
the activity of mtDNA encoded cytochrome C oxidase; TFAM may
prove a potential target for increased sensitisation of cancer cells
to radiotherapy [9]. The inclusive phenomenon of molecular
folding and unfolding of nuclear factor molecules is also closely
related to nuclear import and export in specific terms of stable
intra-nuclear accumulation of such nuclear factors.
Substantially attributed lesions to DNA may prove
irreparable as projected by DNA damage sensors within the
nuclear compartment. There appears to be collaboration of
estrogen receptor beta and p53 tumor suppressor activity
in breast cancer cells that may accentuate the importance of
ligand-regulated estrogen receptor beta to target p53 activity;
this may improve the clinical management of resistant breast
disease [10].

As such, further constitutional regions of cooperative
dynamics may or may not result in an apoptotic series of
responses as well-illustrated by the overtly inducing formulas
of genotoxicity. Linker histone H1.2 functions as a physiologic
barrier for ATM to target chromatin, and PARylation-mediated
active H1.2 turnover is necessary for robust ATM activation and
repair of DNA damage [11]. As exemplified by the projected
dynamics borne out by such DNA damage, the integrity of the
genome is a response-phenomenon related closely to and
emanating from systems of realized homeostatic mechanics.

Response Mechanics

Tumorigenesis is thus a response mechanics that by-passes
induced apoptosis in the various dimensional capacities for
change adaptation on the part of an established lesion in the
cellular DNA complement of the damaged host response. The
repair of DNA lesions attests to dynamics of response to a
damaged DNA rather than to a homeostatically altered DNA
molecule. Bacteria may produce genotoxins and free radicals or
affect DNA repair leading to genome damage, cell cycle arrest and
apoptosis; a changed or misbalanced bacteriome has genotoxic
potential inducing neoplastic disease [12].
In such terms, the dynamics of attempted DNA repair are
essentially responses to a variable range of genotoxic lesion
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and not referable to response as constitutively preserved DNA
molecules. In manners that approach overlapping series of DNA
response, it is the damaged DNA genome that is capable of repair
mechanics in response to ongoing accumulation of genotoxic
lesions. Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1), a class III histone deacetylase, is
involved in cell proliferation, apoptosis, cell cycling, energy
metabolism and DNA repair: SIRT1 is a potential oncogenic
factor in breast cancer and may inhibit p53 and activate DNA
polymerase delta1 [13].

Such complexity arises in the milieu evolution of a damaged
genome such that the further projected dynamics create a highly
plastic series of responses as well illustrated by p53 action and
response in some of the cells that undergo DNA damage-induced
apoptosis. Changes have been reported in signal transductivity
and robustness of gene regulatory network in leukaemia
subtypes [14]. Incremental dimensions further cooperate as
systems of adaptive response as further projected by integral
pathways of molecular effectors, as well attested by variability
in apoptosis response induced in cells with distinct genotoxic
lesions.

Profile Systems

Systems of profile regulatory function and dysfunction induce further complex integration of variably different and specific genotoxic lesions, as further cooperative action in potential
repair mechanisms on the part of damaged DNA. As such, the
specific responses on the part of DNA molecules that incorporate lesions are specific adaptive performance of potentially extensive profiles of definite or evolving genotoxic lesions. MicroRNA clusters lead to altered biological functions and are key to the
pathogenesis of many disorders including carcinogenesis [15].
Damaged DNA induction of adaptation or alternatively of apoptosis is evidential projection for further cooperative response
in the face of active dynamics of genomic dysfunctionality and
constitution.

Genomic Instability

The concept of genomic instability arises in conceptual
relevance to systems of damaged response in terms of ongoing
variability in response to apoptosis, on the one hand, and as
systems of potential tumorigenesis. DeSUMOylation modification
is linked to carcinogenesis and tumor progression, including
transcription, cell cycling, DNA repair and innate immunity [16].

It is relative to induction processes of highly variable
profiles of genotoxic lesions that DNA response is potentially a
dimensionally distinct process of highly selective compromise
in the face of accumulating intra-nuclear factors that coordinate
and affect also cytoplasmically imported molecular profiles. In
this regard, the profiles of steady intra-nuclear accumulation of
such nuclear factors, such as p53, Abl and caspase-2, potentially
induce apoptosis in terms specifically of the irreparable nature
of the genotoxic lesions. It is further to such measures of
apoptotic cell death that induction pathways recognize effector
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mechanisms in their own right as specifically and dynamically
projected within the milieu of a highly variable damage to the
genome as a whole and to given molecular DNA strands. Smoking
may cause methylation and reduce expression of repair genes
[17].

Conclusion

In terms of an evolving tumorigenesis-related series of
transforming steps in genotoxicity, the evolutionarily preserved
responses of such damaged genome are both constitutionally
irreparable or reparable in further confirmatory dimensions of
adaptive or apoptotic response. MYCN-p53 interaction leads to
regulation of alternative p53 targets that are not regulated in
the presence of low MYCN levels; affected are E-boxes of genes
crucial to DNA damage responses and cell cycle progression
[18]. Proposed range of variability in genotoxic lesions partakes
and further contributes to an extensive range of potential
adaptive change that may ultimately resolve as tumorigenesis
or induced apoptotic cell death. Cell migration through dense
tissue or small capillaries may engage and even damage the
nucleus, with an effect exerted on cell cycling that potentially
impacts carcinogenesis; knockdown of repair factors increases
DNA damage independent of cell cycling [19]. The incremental
genotoxicity of lesions is characterized in terms of potentially
random accumulation of such nuclear factors as evidenced by
potential to a highly assorted series of effector pathways in
response to DNA lesion heterogeneity. The proposed dimensions
of such genomic damage are best defined by the evolving
constitutional nature of repair pathways that include the further
potential for transforming malignant change.
It is relative to the inherent consequences of such induction
mechanisms that adaptive cell change parallels the consequences
of irreparable damage in the face of further accumulative
DNA lesions as in variable models of attempted constitution.
Highly repetitive tandem arrays such as satellite sequences in
the centromeric and pericentromeric regions of chromosomes
are actively transcribed in cancers, and aberrant expression of
satellite RNAs accelerates tumorigenesis through increased DNA
damage [20].
The realization of injury to DNA is simple formula
construction in the face of an essentially random series of
adaptive changes that intrinsically define the transforming
events as systems of attempted adaptation in their own right.
With regard to such extreme complexity emerges the projected
range of effector pathways that include sensor systems for such
DNA damage. The inclusion dynamics for cooperative dynamics
redefine the response pathways as productive adaptation in the
face of an ongoing system pathway of projected, irreparable
genomic toxicity. Lesion formulation of the cellular DNA is a
highly plastic process that is defining parameter in constitutional
response. This allows for the emergence of systems of potential
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adaptive change leading to a significant increment in tumorigenic
dynamics and outcome.
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